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]. INTRODUCTION
T~m mean positions of chiasmata ii, bivalents, al~d higher configurations,
a,t metaphase of the first meiotic division w r y from species to species. At
one extreme fails Meco,teahv, s, where all or nearly all of the ehia.smafa lie
very close t,o the eentromere. :-kt the other end of the scale are types
like C~zmp~'~da, where all the chiasmata are terminal. The-maiority of
organisms are intermediate, with some termina.1 connexions, hut also
having a number of interstitial .chiasmata. The positions of these interstitia,1 ehiasmata are variable, sometimes being near to the chromosome
end and sorest,lines nea,rer to the eentromere.
The distribution of ehiasmata as s e e n a t metaphase is clearly dispendent ~n two factors, viz. their original positions at the i m e of
formation and any movement which they may have experienced suhsequently. Now there is abundant evidence that terminal ehiasmata are
derived from interstitial positions by the movement which Darlington has
salted terminalization. Similar evidence of movement is not, however,
available for the chiasma.ta which remain interstitial, and, though
attempts have been made to describe their positions in terms of %rminalization movements, there has been no real means of disinguishing the
effects of the two factors which determine the metaphase positions. Such -.
an attempt may now ]oe made.
In an earlier paper of tliis series (].937) I have shown ~hat the relation
between chromosome length and. chiasma frequency, in organisms with a
t~rge chromosoma size raage, provided evidence for the hypothesis that
chiasmat,a do not occur haphazardly along due bivalents but arise in
certain definite regions, mos~ probably related in position to the cent,tomere. The ]positions of these regiolls may be described in terms of two
parameters, the ~51~s~'s~tia,~ and .i'~.te.lfere~,cs distances. These are, respectively, the distance between the centromere and the mean position of
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~he proximal ehh~sma., a~.d the mean distance between the p r p ~ m a I or
ftrst and the next proximal or second chiasma. The distaances between the
second and third, third and :fourth chiasma.ta etc: are equa.1, so far ass can
be judged, to ehat between the first and second. Though the in~erfe!e~c-e
distance is constant from bivalent to bivalent withill a nucleus, the
differential distance is positively correlated with chromosome length.
The comparisons on which the an.Mysis waasbased were wholly of one
bivaalent with another. The variables used were the chromosome length
a.nd meaan number of chin.smuts of eaach bivalent. No account was taken
of the internal characteristics of gee bivalence. It is then legitimate to
make sack inferences as 3his hypothesis allows about the distribution of
ehiasmaat'a, within biwlents and to compare these with the observable
diatdnesis sand metapkase positions. These need not necessarily coincide,
as ~he positions deducible from the ana.tysis of the chromosome length
and chiasma, frequency relation will be the positions of original formation
of chiasmata.. Thus, by such a. comparison, evidence m a y be obtained.a.s
to the movements of ckiasmata between their origin and'the aatta.inment
of metaphase. Furthermore, as will be seen below, the restzt~s of this
comparison ~dd greatly to the evidence for the wlidiby of the hypothesis
of degermina~e positions of chiasma, formation.
2. zk~A~YsIs oF T~. o ~ a o ~ o s o ~ LENGT~-OmXS~
I~REQUENOY

CUGVE

~4 typical chromosome length~ch_ia.sma frequency ctlrve i.s shown in
the lower ]?ortion of Fig. 1 (line A/?CD). By ~lay earlier analysis (1937),
the distance AB may be recognized as the m s , m u m differe~ltia] dista.nce
and B E (=E2~) is the interference distance. There is probably a smooth
change from the region AB, where one shin.stun is formed independently
of chromosome length, to the region BCD, where ~he ehiasma frequency
goes up in linear proportion to ihe ekromosome length. Short chromosomes, whose Ieng~k is less than AB, regularly form. mrs chiasjna, and
la.rger chromosomes show a. mean ehiasma frequency ded:.~eible from <he
line BCD. This curve does not relate the differential distaance ~o the
cenbromere i.n a~. unambiguous manner, but merely demaands that some
fixed point in the chromosome be the effective origin of chiasma, formation.
On general grounds the centromere seems the most likely point, and an
analysis sf D~'osol)ldZc~d.a~a definitely indicates this relation (~{[a.ther,
I9,36). As aa worldag hypothesis we ma.y take the con[remote as the
origin o:t"chiasma, formation. The picture of the distribution of cbJa.smata
in a Iong chromosome then takes the form shown in the upper portion of
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Fig. 1, A being tl~e ce~$romere. The mean positi.m~ of Z]'le first formed or
proximal chiasma is a.t B, of the second at C and so on. A B is the differential distance. The variance of the posit,ion of any chin.stun presm~al)Iy
increa.ses as we proceed away from A. The va.ria~ms of tlm first formed
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ehiasms, is that of the differe~tial distsnee. That of the second ehiasma is
the. stun of the variances of the differential and interference distances, as
the position of this second[ one is dependent on thai; of the first. These
variances are however of no great imports.nee for the present aa~alysis,
whicll is solely concerned with the mean posi~ioz~ of tlae ehiasmat.a.
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The chromosome length-chiasma frequency curve allows of the
calculation of the relative magnitudes of the differential and interference
distances. The triangles !BO and B O B are similar and hence the ra-tio
AG/AO (=~IG/UE) is the same as A~/BE, i.e. differential distance/
interference distance, which may for convenience be written d/~. Thus it
is possible to form an idea of how the chiasmata should be distributed in a
long chromosome. Where G lies between A and O, _dC4/stO=d/i<I and
the proximal chiasma is on the average nearer to the centromere t h a n it
is to the second chiasma. With G and 0 coincident, d/i=l, and the
distances be~wgen fix'st ehiasma and centromere on the one hand, and
first and second chiasmata on the other, should be equal. Where G falls on
the ordinat'e belo'~v O, d/i > 1 and the ckiasmata should be nearer to one
another than the proximal one is to the eentromere. These expectations
are clearly verifiablein a general ' way from illustrations o f metaphase
bivalents.
3. TWO°APpliED C~RO~[OSO~I~S
Before proceeding to a eonsideraion of the publbhed data from which
d/'i values have been obtained, it is necessary to discuss the use of chromosomes with median or submediafl centromer6s.
Th.e starting-point of ehiasma formation in the above analysis is taken
to be the centromere, a n d t h e differential distance is the mean distance
fl'om the centromere to the most proximal ehiasma. Applying this to the
two-armed chromosomes it is clear that there will be two differential
.distances, one on each side of the centromere, and the eentric Ioop will
have a circamfere.~.ee of twice the sum of the differential distances. The
acentrie loops will have circumferences of twice the interference distance
(see Fig. 2). Where the two arms are equal or nearly so the differential
distances on each side of the centrom.ere will be equal and, the haterference distance being at ].east approximately eonstaz~t in any case, the
chiasma frequency of the chromosome will be twice that of a single arm.
or twice dmt of any other e.hromosome with. snbterminaI eentromere and
length equal to one of the arms. This is the case in gicic~ _Fabawhere the
M chromosome has t~vo arms each about eq~ml to the single ].ong arm of
the ,m chromosomes. The M chromosome was found to ave:rage 7-06 azfd
the m 3-{2 ekiasmata per bivalent (Math.eL 1934). S~tch data give ~l.o
ijaformation abo~lt dfi as the observed proportionality is dependent
solely ca ~he presence of one or two long arms.
Where, however, a series of chromosomes of varying IeL}gth but all
with median centromeres exist, the d/i relatiot~, can be obtained, as the
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biva.lents are comparable. Each will h ave a le=gth and ohiasma, il;equency
twice tha$ of ~h.e single arms. Since the first two chiasma.ta in such
chromosomes will in general each be l?rOXb,~al, o~e o n ea,d~ side of the
centromere, the int, ez'ference distance does not come into play until a
ehlasma frequency of more than two is obtained. Consequently the
length-ehiasma Yreqneae.y curve is, a,s it were, drawn on twice t]~e scale
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Fig. 2. I)iagramm~ic represe~i~a,tion of'lhe appearance ofmetaplia.se bfva.lerlt,scorresponding ~o certain types of
chromosome length- chiasma frequency relations, d = differential dis~a.nce. ~ = interfm'enc8 distance.

of thst obtained when single-armed chromosomes are used, and the. ~/4
ratio is AG/AO where A is at the point 9.0 on the ordinate and not at the
point 1-0 a,s in the case of single-armed ct)romosomes. Failure to follow
this rule will give false estin]ates of d,/f except when this ratio equMs one.
In such cases it clearly makes no difference whel"e X is looat,ed.
When both single- aa.~d double-armed chromosomes are present to~
get:her the ma.terJal is difilcu.lt to analyse. Perhaps the easiest thing to do
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is to halve the length and chiasma frequency of each two-armed bivalent
and treat it as single-armed. This is, however, no~ accurate if the arms
are very unequal in length. In such cases some idea of the c~/i valse can
be obtMned as the estimate can always be correctly observed to be more
than, ecfual ~o, or less than unity, no matter how the analysis is done, even
~hough the precise numerical value is unobtainable. Since the final.
comparison of expectation ~ith tke .metaphase positions isvisuM, and
hence crude, a very precise knowledge of the d/i valzle is of little value.
A really false impression can be gained only if a direct comparison is made
of chromosomes having nearly equal length bat some of which, have
subterminal and the rest submedian cen~romeres. -It may happe~ t h a t
the differential and interference distances are w r y different, and since one
type of chromosome includes one and the other ~wo differentiM distances,
~he chiasma frequencies can be highly discrepant. This difference will
:lot be much in. exddence when the frequency is low, as the differen~iM
distance is correlated with chromosome length. For this reason it is not
observable in Levan's data for AZ,Zi't~m zebda'~.e~se.
There are a number of further points that can be raised concerning
the relations of the individual arms of chromosomes with median centre• meres, especially with regard to interference across the oentromere, bat
as they are not immediately related to the presea~ anMysis, full discussion
must be deferred. It is sufficient for the present to notice that such
interference is not of the same nature as that within a single arm, and so
should vary independently of ~he latter. This has been found to be the
ease by Pitt, s (1939), ~hus giving additional s~pport to the hypotllesis
that the oentromere is the origin of crossing-over.
4. O~s~va'rlONS
In Loo',,s~e ,m.~;.qr¢,f;ori.c~males there are eleven pairs of autosomes and a
single X; all have nearly termina,l centromeres. The au~osomal i_~ivMentg
TAIBLE I

Locusts migratori% 70 .l~..ztcge~:
Chromosomes
Lengbh in I-~
C3hiaama.t~

Long (2)
;5-:I
2-15

Longmedium (l) Xedium (,5)
3.9
2-9
1-49
t .07

Short (3)
1:2
1-02

d/i=l.-].,
Ati ha•re subterminal eentromeres.

may he vi.snally distinguisked inSo four classes al; me.iosi.s. Tihese classes
are denoted as long (2,), long medium (LM), mediu.m (M) and short (S),
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and contain 2, 1, 5 and 3 biva.]ents respectively. The average lengths of
the four classes of chromosome based on four spermatogoniat metaphases,
together with their average frequencies of chiasma formation in 70 nuclei
are given in Table I. The data are plog~ed in Fig. 3..As all the centremeres are nearly termin ai we put A at ghe point 1"0 on the ordinate and
A,G is slightly gre~ter than unity. Tl)e dfi value being a trifle larger than
one, we shottld expect the centric free arm (ehiasmata in the short arm
are non-existent) to be about equal to the length of the acengrie loop on
-ghe average, i.e. the distance between the first and second olHasma.ta
shsul~l be about eqaal to t h a t between ~he centromere and the first
2-5
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Fig. 3, The chromosome leng~h~chiasma frequency graph of Loc~i.s~ ~.i~rato~'~.. L =long.
/L~f=]ong medium, i~f~medium, ,~ =short biv~lents.-

ohiasma. ~ig. ~ includesilhstrationsof diplotene and diakineticbivalents
of Locusts. (The meta.ph~s~e biValents are too contracted to be of any
value for the comparison.) Only the long class have two ehia]sma~a with
any regularity. In addition to four whole nuclei,the long-chromosoznes
from four other nuclei are shown, (These were drawn from unselected
nuclei, being the only .usable nuclei in one section on ~,l~eslide.)Though
so~ne variability occurs, the proximal chiasma being sometimes very
close to the een~romere and sometimes a]ong way away, t]le aveTage
state of affairs agrees reasonal}ly well with the exlJeotation of c~ about
equal to i: if we assume tha$ the longest free arm in es.ch bivale~t is the
oentrie arm. At recta.]?base,though det,a.iiedcomparison is impossible, it
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would appear that ~he cen~ric £ree ~;rm is longer ~kan ~he arm a~, the dis~ai
end, and so tlae above assumption is justifiable. The agreemen~ 1)etween

Fig. ~[. Diplotene and diakinesia biv~le~t.s of Loc'L~.str~m,f,.Jr~tWric~. (tr,) Coml~le~¢ nucleus a.t
diakinesls rb~ Lon~ biv'~,lents [rom rotor dia cix~ic, mmlei. (~') Three emnpiete ~[iplotene
m~elei [~matler ma.gnifie~bion ~ha.tt ((~) ~md (b}],

t[ae d/i value obtai~lecl ~'rom tl.~e graph aad ghe diakh~ebic chromosomes i.s
good, and no great movemenS of ct~iasma,~a can ha,re occurred.
Similar d~[a have been gi.ven for nine oSher organisms in Tables K X and ilkt~ra~io~la of g,he me~pha,se bivalen~s in. Figs. 5-13. These are
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TA.BLE II

Mlimn maoranthum (Levan,~ 1933), 8 q~uclei
Long (6)
Mediam (~)
,Shor~ (4)
8"5
@4
2-8
Ohi~sm~ta
4.60
3- 06
1.41
dll = > o ,
" L o n g " a n d "sho~t," h~ve median and " m e d i u m " submedia.n eentromeres.
Chromosomes

Length in/~

Fig. 5, A complete met~ghase nucleus of A l g u m .macranth.u..m (Levan, 1933).

TABLE

III

Mlium zebd~nense (Levant_,,1935), ~0 nucfef.
Chromosome
Length in tz
Ohiasm~ta

l
10-2
2.95

2
9'1
2.60

3.
9-0
2~60

4
7.9
2.35

5
6-6
2.I0

6
4.7
1,60

7
4.5
1.45

Chromosomes 8 ~nd 9 ~r4 omi~t~d as having very unequaI arms. Then rest have medium

oenSromeres.

Fig. 6. Complef~e diakinesis and met~ph~se nuclei of Ag~l~m ze,bda~e~se 1Levan, 1935).

Journ. of ~enetie~ x x x ~ x

Ig
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TABLE IV
Eremurus sp'ectabilis (U?cott, 1936), 100 ~z~cle~
Chromosomes
Length in ~
Chl~smata

Long (5)
7-1
2"89

Shor~ (2)
3.5
1"61

~lll=o,7.
~43] have sub~erminM een~romeres,

Fig, 7. Two complete metaphase nuclei of E.l'em~r'us s..pecL~bili.s (Upeo~, 1936).

TABLE V
~Iec.ostethus ~ossu.s (White, I936)
All chromosomes h a w subtermlnal cen~,romeres and a mean ehlasm;~ frequency of
[-0 +. Th.eir lengths vary from '9-8~ to [.2/.~. ~/i very sma.tL

->
V

D

Fig. 8. :~:[e~aphas~ nucleus of M~cost~th~ta gros.~u.s (White, 1936).

TABLE VI
~fetanoplns femur-rubrum (Hearne & Huddn< 1935), 83 ',,uclei
Chromosomes
Lengfh (~rbi~rary mnits)
Okiasm~ta

Long (4}
7
t,70

5{ed/am (4)
3
1.03

Shor~ (3}
I
1-0U

dfi=o.5.
See %ext for no~e on chromosome lengbhs. A]] have sab~erminaI centromeres.

R

Yig. 9. Four complete met,aph8so nuclei of MelanoTjh~sfem,.~:.r.r~t.b.r~cnT.(Hearnc & l~us-kins

1935).

TABLE

VII

Schisbooeroa gregmzia (J'V/ff*G 1934), 96 nueg¢~
Chromosomes
Length in ~
ChMsma~a. 2 ° C.
15 ° C.
26 ° C.
45" C.

Long (3)
Medimn (5)
8'0
4-0
2'40
1".53
2,69
1,73
2-50
],56
2.38
1-48
41i
2 ° C.
0.35
15 ° C,
0.25
26 ° C.
0,4:0
45 = C.
0'40
All have subterminal c~nfromeres.

8horg (3)
2-0
bOO
1.0~
1-00
1.00

<
Fig. t0, Three di~kinetic nuclei of Schistocm'cas Crega.ria (]¥hite, 1033],
14:-2
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T A B L E VIII
Chz'omosomes
Length in/z
CMas-~,~'

Long {~)

}[edimn (2)

Shor~ (2)

6-5
2-02

3"8
1,52

"[0"7
2"95
<t/¢ = o-'3.

The positions of the cen~romeres v a r y among ~h¢ ch~,omosomes.

Fig. IL .~let~ph~senmc!eus of ~ciIlr~~ta~'/catDa.rk, 1934),

T A B L E IX

Sph',mems fr~gnlns (RicDa'rdso,~ 193~t], I09 ~uc(ei
Chromosomes
Lsngth in/~

SM 1 ~nd 3
36

83:[ 3
26

ST, .[, 2 a n d 3
20

~,/,:=ore.
SM:--submcdiau csntromere,

ST--sttbterminal cen~romere.

Fig. 12. Di~kine~is aod me~pha, se u.uol~i o[

;5'.pi.rone;t;a

.fl'af/r~;.;;6 (_[~icl]~u'cl~ou, [93~).
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X

Stenobothrus parallelus (Da~'li'r~9~,on& Dark, ] 932), 28 nuclei.
Chromosomes
Long
h'[ediam
Shor~
-Length in/,
tl.3
4.1
1.6
Ohiasmata
3.3f
1.45
1.04
d/i =o-7.
The Iong chromosomeshave submediau, and ~he res~ ,subterminM, oentromeres.

Fig. 13. Two meSa.phasenuclei of Stenobothr~tst)a~'allel..us(Darlh~gton & D~rk, 1932).
taken from the various authors cited in the tables and the legends.
Some of the fig\Lres xre less reliable than others, for various re~sons.
Scil~a itaJica, S2~ironema.frctgrans and Stenobothrus pa~'a~elus ]nave some
chromosomes with median and some wi~h subterminal ceutromeres, thus
introducing an element of uncertainty into the estimation of d/i, as
described in the previous section. In Me~ano2lus fe.mur-rubr.um, it is
di.fl~cult to determine from Hearne & HusMns's table what the correct
ratios of the chromosome lengths are. so I have taken the ratio given in
their text, which agrees ~dth their Graph 2. Diakinesis illustrations are
the only ones available for Schistoce.rcc~. As this insect ha.s all subtermina.lly centric chromosomes however it is easy to compare the differential
and interference distances by not,lug the lengths of the free arms retative
to those of the loops.
In general ~he agreement between the d/i values estimated fl'om the
chromosome Iength-chiasma frequency graphs and Shose apparent from
the figures of metaphase bivalen~s is strikingly good. I t is impossible to
get the metaphase inti'aehronaosome ratio exa.etly, but there is little
clJ.ffien]ty in forming some idea of it..
The differences between the various species arespecially informative.
For example, Locusts, fi.ch~.stocerca, a.nd Metanoplus, all having sub-
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.temninally constricted chromosomes, show d/i values determined graphically from the chiasma frequencies of the length classes of 1-t, 0-25-0.¢0
and 0-5. Though the p@lished illnstrations of Sdgstoce.rca are poor it is
obvious that the proximal ehiasma is closer to the centromere, relative
to its distance from the second chiasma, in the last two species than in
Loeus~a, just as would be expected from the. chromosome length-ehiasma
frequency graphs. The same type of comparison can be made between the
other organisms and gives good agreement with expectation. Thus not
only do the graphical and metaphase g/i values agree for individual
species, but the interspeeific comparison shows that whe)e a certain
difference in d/i is expected on the basis of the length-chiasma frequency
graphs, it is shown by the metaphase biva.Ients. There is thus no evidence
of movement of interstitial ehiasmata between formation and metaphase.'
There is one striking exception to these agreements, viz. Stifle
ita~iea. Here the graphically determined d/~ value is less than one,
probably, nearer to 0-5, yet the first or proximal chiasma is m u c h farther
from the centromere than it is from the second ohiasma at metaphase.
Tliis discrepancy may be due to (e) movements of ehiasma~.a and (b) a
breakdown of the method o f analysis. Though the former possibility
cannot be ruled out it would be strange to find oEe species having movement when nine others do not. There is, furthermore, ~ way in which the
analysis might break down to give just the result observed. The graphical
method of determining the d/i ratio is dependent on the assumption that
the centromere is the effective origin of crossing-over. This presupposes
that paehytene pairing is complete. If, Jaowever, pachytene pairing is
incomplete this assumption may lead. to false conclusions. With ineomphte pairing localized prommally the centromere is still the effective
origin of crossing-over, as in F'rit.i]ffaric~ Meleagr;s and, presumably,
Mecostethus. The behaviour of the h~tter confirms this view as the
graphically determined d/i ratio is very small, agreeing With the rectaphase bivalents where usually a single chiasmg is found proximally
localized. If a second chiasma occtLrs it is placed in a very distal position.
If, on the or:her hand, pacliytene pairing oecnrs only at the ends of the
chromosomes, away from the centromere, the effective origin of the
subseq~mnt crossing-over will presumably be at t;hc proximal limit of the
paired region in a chromosome arm. Then. the true diit'erent.[al distance
may be m u c h smaller than the distance from the centromere to the
average positi on of the proximal ohiasma. This is just what is observed in
Sdg<~ .gal/ce. Two further po.ints may be noted in. connexion with this
~rgument. In the first place the central :region of a medianly eentric
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chromosome may appear to be paired a,t paohytene when in fact the
pairing is p~lrely of an ineffective nature due to relational coiling
developino: interstitially in the region between the truly paired ends of the
chromosomes. So the pachytene figures may give no clue to the real
situation. Secondly, the assumption that the effectiveorigin of crossing
over is the proximal limit of the effectively paired section of the arm
implies that the sequence of crossing~over is still controlled from the
eentromere, by progressive spti~ting perhaps, but the msoha.~Hsm cannot
begin ~o operate un~il the paired region is reached.
Distal localization of pairing and, in consequence, of ehiasma formalion is also believed ~o occur in 2'.rc~dexec~i(~ and other organisms adth
large chromosomes like ,%iZIc~4~cdiea.. S..per~t.v~Jct~e, with smaUer chromosomes than S. it~#ica, seems 8o show no evidence of incomplete pairing.
Sa~o (193~) gives figures of chromosome lengths and chiasma frequencies
-which on pIotting indicate a d/i ratio of 1. This agrees as far as can be
determined with his illustration of metaphase bivaIeuts. The ease is not
very critical howev;r as Sale's drawings do not allow of a clear judgment
being made. If S. ~oem~z,ia~c~ does not in fact show incomplete pairing, i~
would appear that the extent of pairing is a function of chromosome size,
being less complete in larger chromosomes.
The distinction between ~he manner of pairing of the chromosomes at
zygotene-pachytens and the manner of crossing-over cannot, be over°
emphasized. Distal localization of the pachy~ene pairing does not of
necessity imply that crossing-over starts, or is controlled, from the ends
of the chromosomes. The region near the esntromere may be unpaired, or
ineffectively paired, at pachytene and yet the sequence of crossing-over
may commence at the eentromere, though actual crossing-over cannot
occur until the paired distal region is reached. This is perhaps ~hs situation in Dro~'ophil~, where the coincidence of crossing-over in regions near
~he eentromere may exceed one, suggesting failure of pach?~ene pairing
in that region (Kikkawa, 1933), even though there is e~ddenee of the
centromere being the origin of crossing-over. (There is, however, an
alternative explanation of such. coincidence values. Any factor affecting
the magnitude of the differential &is~ance would tend. to produce abnormally high coincidences as its effect weald, presumably, be correlated.
in the two an'ms of one chromosome.)
The general conclusion go be drawn from the observations is, then,
that the relative sines of l~he differentiaI and interference distances and
the extentof chiasma formation, as expressed by ~he graphically determined dfi vahe, agrees well with the positions of the interstitial chiasmata
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at anaphase. Chiasmata which are in~ersStially placed at metaphase
have not moved since they originated. The sole apparent exception is
capable of alternative explanation.
Apart from theb beating on the theory of terminalization, which is
discussed below, these resubs immensely strengthen the hypothesis that
the centromere is, in general, the origin of crossing-over. Whatever the
mechar/sm, whether progressive splitting, as I have postulated in an
earlier paper 0938), or not, it commences at the centromere. Two
observations which would provide material evidence on this point seem
• obvious. One would be the occurrence of the first chiasma nearer to the
centromere in Locusts after s~bjection to high temperatures, as White
(193g) has found evidence that 5his gives_ a chromosome length-chiasma
frequency graph showing a much lower d/i ratio than that found in low
temperature material (see Marker, 1937). Unfortunately llepublished ~o
cbawings of the diakinesis and metaphase bivalents. The second t,est of
the hypothesis lies in finding two chromosomes of clearly similar length
bu~ with subterminal and median cen~romeres respective1L in aa organism with a fairly high chiasma frequency. These two chromosomes
should show somewhat unequal chiasma frequencies, where the differential
and ~nterferenee distances are very unequal.
5. T}{~ 'rEI~III~aLIZ.~TION o~ OI-IIskS~rAT.4,
The hypothesis of terminali.zation of chiasmata was introduced by
Dariingtoa to reconcile terminal junctions of chromosomes at metaphase,
especially in Oe.nothe,ra, with his two analytical principles, that chiasmata
Mways arise by interstitial crossing-over and that metaphase association
is solely by chiasmata. The general validity of these two principles
cannot be doubted, though some exceptions to the latter one have been
found, notably in the male Drosophila by Ds,rlington himself.
There is good evidence that movement of chiasmata to the ends of
chromosomes does occur. In such plants as Ca,mpa~7,ula persicifoIia
(Gai.rdner & Darlington, 193I.) ineerstitial chiasmata are ~isibl.e at
dip[otene but decrease ~o a frequency of zero at metaptmse, while
~erminal junctions correspondingly increase in freqzlency. Similar observt~tions have been made in other plants, for example, P,rin~,ula ve.rticilIata and P. floribunda (Upcot% 1939). The term{nalizing movements
of c].fiasmata are most reasonably ascribed to a special, action of the
centrom.ere.
Similar movements of interstitiM ehiasmata have been postulated by
a number of authors to account for the metaphase positions of ~he
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interstitial ehiasmata. The necessity for supposing that this movement
occurs has originafied from the assum.ptiol~ of' what has been cMled
" r a n d o m " formation of the chi~smata along the chromosome, i.e. that
the frequency of crossing-over per unit cytological length is constant
along the chromosome.
I have now presented reasons for believing (~) that ehiasmat~ always
tend to have determinate positions, and (b) that there is no detecbable
change in tlaese positions after the time of formation except, of course, in
cases wllere complete terminaIfzation occurs or where potentially complete terminalization is arrested by the onset of metaphase, leaving an
intermediate condition. Two illustrative cases m a y be considered, tn
l]"/.ele'~,op~uife~u~'-r.~bru~.~the proximal chiasma in the long chromosomes
lies very close to the centromere at dialdnesis and metaphase, and in
order to explain its regular occurrence in this positi.ml Hearne & Huskins
have postulated that this chiasma actually moves to,wa~'dsShe centromere.
W e have seen above, however, that there is no need to postu.la~e such
movement because there is internal evidence Shat the chiasma adtua]ly
forms in ~hat posigon. Secondly in such plants as Agal)a~t.thu~ (Darlington, 1933) the eentric loop at merle.phase is about twice as large as the
distal loops, which a.re themselves M1 of the same size in a n y given arm
of an individual bivMentl I t would be necessary go posttflate movemen.g
to explain this if chiasmata were supposed to form indifferently in all
parts of the bivMent. Accepting the hypothesis of position determination
from the een~romere, ~hese observations merely mean t h a t d=i, and
there ig no need to postulate movement.
Thus we can (listinguish on one hand the chiasmata which are
terminaIized and on the other thosethat remain interstitial, as mo~dng and
non-moving cNasmata, t t is only necessary %r the theory of terminalization to account for movement of ihe former type. This removes an
awkward dilemma. Previously it was necessary to suppose that, of
adjacent: acentric loops, the smaller would grow at the expense of the
larger. In the case of adjacent ce~ltric and acentric loops, the former
would grow nntil its larger size, as compared with its neighbour, neutrM~zed the effect of the included centromeres. Carrying this argument to its
logical conclusion, ~omplete terminalization of two chiasmata in the same
arm would be impossible, as at some s~age in the process the acentrie
toop must reach a very small size as compared with {ts centrie neighbour
and so a balance should be reached and terminalization of the interstitial
chiasma should cease. It is unnecessary now to postulate t h a t small
loops grow a.t the expense of the larger ones, other things behlg equal,
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because the more or less equal sizes of the dis~al aeentrio loops and the
relative size of the eentrie loop may Be considered as determined J~y th.e
positions of formation of rite ehiasmata. Then larger loops m a y be deemed
to grow at the expense of ~diacent smaller ones, and terminalization will
be a process which, once initiated, will go on at an everdnoreasing speed.
Small differences in loop size will lead to no change, as the ohiasma
movement involves what may be termed a ::friction". This depends on
the fact t h a t in order to move a chiasma, paired chromatids must be
separated, arxd so the term[nalization force must ~ttain a certain minimal
value before it can become effective by breaking this pairing. Loops will
ha general grow at the expense of open arms provided the movement
forces can overcome the frier,ion of the ehiasmata. This will lead to the
t o e , f e n c e of terminai ekiasmata in otherwise unaltered bivalenls as, for
example, in Agc~pa.n.tha~sand Mela~oph~s.
Thus, in general, terminalization is an all o r / o n e process. Eidaer the
ekiasmata all germinaEze in a bivalent or, at most, only ~he most distal
ones move to the ends, there being no reduction in ehiasma frequency.
Different bivalents of the same nucleus may show the two akernative
types of bet~aviour, but more often the whole nucleus will be of one kind
or the other, for example, Oa~pa~da on the one hand, a,nd Liliu.m on the
other. The only types which may be said to show intermediate terminaEzation are (~) those in which, some but not all of the bivalen~s show
complete movem.en% while the others show none, or at most, movement
of the most distal ehiasma only, and (b) those in which term.inalization
movement is arrested as the later stages of meiosis begin before it can be
eO.ml?Is~e4. Such eases may be expected to be rare.
6, Su~izaJ~y
Tke positions of chiasmata at metaphase are dependent on (c0 their

posbions at the time of formation, and (b) snbseqnent movement, These
two factors may now be separated ~nalytically.
A method is given for determining tke mean positions of formation of
eh.iasmata re[s.tive to the e.et~.tromeIe and to one another, by comparison
between the size classes in organisms with a large ehromosolne size range.
The o£gin.aI positions as determii~ed in th_is way seem to be retained at
metaphase. There is thole no need to suppose Shag interstitia.1 ohiasm.ata
have moved between their formation and the attainmeng of metaphase.
T h i s t.erminalizadon is an all or none process. Nither all th.e ohiasmata
terminalize or they do not move, except for occasional movement o f t h e
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most distal chiasma to the end of the bivalent as a i'esult of' absorption of
t h e free d i s t a l a r m .
S o m e p r o p e r i e s of c h i a s m a f o r m a t i o n i n t w o - a r m e d c h r o m o s o m e s are
d i s c u s s e d and c e r [ a i n o b s e r v a t i o n s which would be c r i t i c a l for t h e h y p o thesis of c e n t r o m e r i e d e t e r m i n a t i o n of the position of' ehiasma%a are
described.
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